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Abstract
Two quaternized pyridinium compounds being considered for application as corrosion inhibitors, JV-butyl-3-(hydroxynonyl)
pyridinium bromide (Quat 1) and 7V-butyl-3-(A'-octylcarbamyl)pyridinium bromide (Quat 2), differing only in the nature of the
linkage between the pyridinium ring and the group attached at the meta position, have been investigated for their adsorptive
properties at polycrystalline Pt electrodes in pH 7 and 11 solutions. It is seen that both Quats are strongly adsorbing, even at a
concentration of < 50 pM, completely blocking the Pt surface and fully suppressing both Pt electrochemistry and hydrogen
evolution. In situ mass measurements, carried out together with electrochemistry, reveal that one to two monolayers of Quats 1 and
2 are deposited when cycling between the potentials of oxygen and hydrogen evolution. Notably, once the Pt surface and its
electrochemistry are fully blocked, the potential can be extended more negatively, allowing the reduction of Quats in solution,
forming a multilayer film on the Pt surface. Concurrent mass measurements show that the equivalent of up to 100 monolayers of
reduced Quat can then be deposited, probably as a mixture of monomers and dimers.
© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Quaternized pyridinium; Adsorption: Pt; Corrosion inhibitors; Voltammetry; Multilayers; Reductive deposition; Quartz crystal
microbalance

1. Introduction

Quaternary pyridinium compounds ('Quats', Fig. 1)
are a type of cationic organic corrosion inhibitor used
for the protection of metals such as carbon steel in
pipeline and drilling equipment, especially when brine
solutions containing high concentrations of H 2 S or C 0 2
are present. These compounds are low in cost, as they
are readily obtained as by-products from the synthesis
of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD + ) [1].
Quats arc believed to protect metals from corrosion
by surface adsorption, hence blocking the cathodic and
anodic sites involved in the corrosion reaction. However, despite the fact that Quats have been used as a
component of many commercial corrosion inhibitor
mixtures for several years their true function and
mode of action in corrosion prevention remains uncertain [2],

There have been only a few prior studies of the
adsorption of a pyridinium compound on metals.
Vyaseleva et al. [3,4] briefly investigated the behavior
of pyridinium compounds at Hg and Bi electrodes in
non-aqueous media, revealing that they can be reduced,
possibly forming a surface polymer film. Earlier work in
aqueous solutions [5] also showed that pyridinium
compounds can be reduced at Hg, and that the
reduction wave is independent of p H . Sun et al. [6]
investigated the adsorption of cetylpyridinium chloride,
a surfactant, at Ag, reporting that the orientation of the
cation on the surface is potential dependent, with the
pyridinium ring end-on at the electrode at potentials
positive of the point of zero charge.
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Fig. 1. (a) A'-butyl-3-(l-hydroxynonyl)pyridinium bromide (Quat 1);
(b) /V-butyl-3-(A'-octylcarbamyl)pyridinium bromide (Quat 2).
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Imidazole compounds are structurally similar to the
Quats and are commonly used in corrosion inhibitor
formulations for protecting carbon steel. Work by
Srhihi et al. [7] has suggested that the imidazoles adsorb
via interactions between the unsaturated bonds of the
nitrogen and the metal d-orbitals at the steel surface.
Previous work with analogous ammonium compounds
has shown that they can also be effective in protecting
iron-based metals from corrosion. These studies have
suggested that the ammonium compounds adsorb via
the positively charged nitrogen, while the attached
substituents point away from the surface [8,9]. Numerous studies have also been carried out on the adsorption
of pyridine (Py) on metal surfaces [10-13]. Lipkowski et
al. [10] reported that pyridine adsorbs more strongly on
Pt than on Au, due to interactions between the electrons
in the d-orbitals of the metal with the rt-electrons in the
Py ring, and that it takes on a tilted orientation on Pt.
In the present work, the electrochemical behavior of
two Quats (Fig. 1), yV-butyl-3-(hydroxynonyl) pyridinium bromide (Quat 1) and Ar-butyl-3-(A^-octylcarbamyl) pyridinium bromide (Quat 2), has been investigated
at polycrystalline Pt electrodes in aqueous solutions.
While Quats are normally employed as corrosion
inhibitors in acidic environments (pH a 5), due to the
presence of acidic gases, preliminary experiments have
revealed that they adsorb more strongly on Pt in neutral
and slightly alkaline solutions and hence the present
study was carried out in pH 7 and 11 solutions. Also,
interference from co-adsorption of the bromide ion was
found to be more pronounced in acidic vs. near-neutral
solutions. Quats 1 and 2 differ only by the nature of the
functional group at the meta position on the ring.
Otherwise, they both contain a C 4 hydrocarbon chain
on the pyridinium nitrogen site, and a C 8 hydrocarbon
side-chain. These two Quats were selected for this study
because they have been found to be particularly effective
in the degree of protection offered to steel in parallel
corrosion wheel tests [14].
The specific goals of this work have been to explore
the adsorption behavior of the Quats using cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and in situ mass measurements, and
also to shed further light on the mechanism of their
corrosion inhibition of more active metals. A second
objective has been to characterize the Quat multilayer
which forms at more negative potentials, at which the
Quats can be reductively deposited.

surements, standard 5 MHz AT-cut quartz crystal (2.5
cm dia.) were obtained from Valpey-Fisher and were
sputter-coated in the standard keyhole pattern, first with
Ti at 250 mA for 30 s ( % 10 nm), followed by Pt at the
same current for 3 min ( % 150 nm) in a low pressure Ar
environment. Copper wires were used for electrical
connection to the sputtered Pt, and were attached to
each side of the crystal with 2400 Circuit Works
conductive silver epoxy (Allied Electronics). The apparent surface area of Pt, which served as the working
electrode (WE), was approximately 0.5 cm 2 . When only
CV was carried out, either the Pt-coated crystal was
employed, or the WE was a Pt wire electrode ( » 0 . 2 5
cm 2 ), embedded in soft glass tubing. The true surface
area of the electrodes was determined from the magnitude of the hydrogen adsorption/desorption peaks
[15,16] in 1 M H 2 S 0 4 . In all of the experiments, the
counter electrode was a large surface area Pt gauze
electrode. A saturated sodium calomel electrode
(SSCE), which was contained in a reference cell and
was connected to the WE compartment via a Luggin
capillary, served as the reference electrode (RE, 0.235 V
vs. SHE) throughout this work.
2.2.

Solutions

Water was triply distilled using a Corning Mega-Pure6A System. A 0.05 M K H 2 P O 4 + 0.03 M NaOH pH 7.2
phosphate buffer solution was prepared according to the
CRC Handbook [17]. The unbuffered pH 11 solution
was prepared using solid sodium hydroxide (0.001 M
NaOH) with 0.1 M NaC10 4 as the supporting electrolyte. All reagents were Fisher Certified or ACS grade
and were used as received. The Quats were synthesized
by Brenntag Canada (formerly Travis Chemicals) and
were received in solution form (0.1 M Quat in 50:50
methanol/water). The structures of the Quats discussed
in this paper are shown in Fig. 1.
The electrolyte solutions were degassed throughout
the experiments by purging with nitrogen gas. The slow
rate of nitrogen bubbling also promoted solution mixing
when aliquots of the Quats were added to the solution in
the cell. In non-stirred experiments, the nitrogen was
flowed over the top of the cell. The temperature of the
solutions used in all of the experiments was approximately 20-22 = C.
2.3.

Instrumentation

All CV measurements were performed using an
2. Experimental

2.1.

Electrodes

For the quartz crystal microbalance (QCMB) mea-

EG&G PARC 273 potentiostat/galvanostat and were
recorded on a Hewlett Packard 7045B X-Y recorder.
For the QCMB experiments, a homemade oscillator
(powered by 9 V d.c.) was used to induce the shear mode
oscillation of the quartz crystal. The crystal frequency
(mass) was monitored using a Philips PM 6654C
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programmable high-resolution timer/counter, and a
BBC SE780 X-Y recorder was used to record the data.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. General electrochemical behavior of Quats 1 and 2 in
pH 7.2 phosphate buffer solution
Fig. 2 (outer solid curve, no added inhibitor) shows
the typical CV response of Pt in a 0.05 M K H 2 P 0 4 +
0.03 M NaOH pH 7.2 phosphate buffer solution,
revealing Pt oxide formation above 0 V vs. SSCE and
its reduction in the cathodic peak centered at 0 V. The
peaks due to the underpotential deposition (upd)/
removal of atomic hydrogen arc seen between —0.3
and - 0 . 7 V in Fig. 2. The addition of 7V-butyl-3-(lhydroxynonyl)pyridinium bromide (Quat 1, Fig. la) to
the solution (concentration of 40 uM) causes a pronounced suppression of the Pt CV signal with time of
exposure to solution, with moderate stirring by nitrogen
bubbling through the solution. The Pt electrochemical
response is almost completely suppressed after 1 h of
cycling, indicating that the Pt surface is almost fully
blocked by Quat 1.
The addition of A r -butyl-3-(A f -octylcarbamyl)pyridinium bromide (Quat 2, Fig. lb) to the pH 7.2 phosphate
buffer solution resulted in a very similar complete
suppression) of the normal Pt CV response, as shown

6<J

in Fig. 2. In a majority of the experiments, continuous
potential cycling was used to monitor Quat deposition
with time. Quat deposition was also carried out at static
potentials and is described later in this section. Fig. 3
shows a plot of the Pt oxide peak current density,
monitored during potential cycling after the addition of
50 uM of either Quat 1 or 2 to the neutral solution. It is
seen that a very similar rate and extent of suppression of
the Pt features is observed, indicating that the functional
groups attached in the meta position do not play a role
in the propensity for Quat adsorption on Pt. Rather, it
will be shown in a subsequent paper [18] that the length
and nature of the chains is the most important feature in
influencing the rate and extent of Quat adsorption at Pt.
Often, organic compounds such as pyridine tend to
adsorb/desorb with changing potential [11,12], However, in the present study in pH 7 solutions, once
adsorbed, Quats 1 and 2 remain on the surface,
independent of potential. Efforts to remove the Quats
by extending the potential into the oxygen and hydrogen
evolution potential ranges did not succeed and the
electrochemistry remained fully suppressed. In fact, to
regenerate a fresh Pt CV response, Quat-coated electrodes had to be electrochemically cleaned (rapid potential
cycling involving periodic vigorous hydrogen and oxygen evolution) in 1 M H 2 S 0 4 for a minimum of 5 min.
These results demonstrate clearly that these qualernized
pyridinium compounds are very strongly adsorbed on Pt
under these conditions.
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Fig. 2. Deposition of Quat 1 (40 uM) and blocking of Pt electrochemistry in stirred, deaerated pH 7.2 phosphate buffer solution at 100 mV s~ .
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Fig. 3. Pt oxide reduction peak current as a function of time of potential cycling (100 mV s~ I in stirred, deaerated pH 7.2 phosphate buffer solution
containing 50 uM Quat 1 ( • ) or Quat 2 ( • ) .

One consideration may have been that the blocking
effect seen in Fig. 2 arises from the adsorption of
bromide, the Quat counterion, on Pt. However, since the
addition of the same concentration of potassium bromide to the pH 7.2 solution has only a minor impact on
the Pt CV in phosphate buffer solution (see inset in Fig.
2), the suppression of the Pt signal cannot arise from
bromide adsorption. Furthermore, the addition of Quat
1 which had been ion-exchanged to replace the bromide
ion with hydroxide results in a Pt CV response identical
to that of Fig. 2. Hence, the suppression of the Pt
electrochemical response is the result of the adsorption
of Quats 1 and 2 and the removal of bromide ion is not
necessary for the study of these strongly adsorbing
Quats. It should be noted that bromide adsorption plays
a more significant role in Quat deposition on Pt in acidic
solutions, possibly as the Quats arc more weakly
adsorbed. This is another reason that the present study
was not carried out in acidic solutions.
The degree of suppression of the Pt oxide reduction

response in Fig. 5 may reflect the deposition of Quat at a
rate limited by its mass transport (diffusion) to the Pt
surface. However, at longer times ( > ~ 300 s), the
build-up of density gradients and physical vibrations in
the solution would be expected to interfere with the
diffusion layer through the process of convection,
causing the currents to be larger than predicted by
diffusion alone [12]. Since the present experiment lasted
over 30 min, the continued square root dependence
observed in Fig. 4 is not likely to be due to diffusion in
solution, but rather the result of kinetic limitations
associated with surface processes. Consistent with this,
changing the rate of solution agitation did not affect the
plot in Fig. 4. Therefore, the slow step may involve the
surface diffusion of Quat, perhaps initially adsorbed on
top of a previously deposited Quat ion or cluster, to a
vacant Pt surface site.
The effect of the Quat 1 concentration on the degree
of suppression of the Pt CV response in the phosphate
buffer solution was also briefly examined. In practice,

peak was found to be essentially linearly proportional to

the Quat concentration employed in standard corrosion

the square root of time of exposure to a Quat 1
containing phosphate buffer solution, as shown in Fig.
4. It can be seen that the first few data points do not fall
on the line, probably as the solution conditions are still
equilibrating to the higher rate of solution agitation
used during the mixing in of the Quat aliquot. The linear

inhibitor mixtures is usually between 50 and 500 uM,
but can range from 10 urn to 10 mM. It can be seen
clearly in Fig. 5 that the extent of suppression of the Pt
signal, after 30 min of exposure to each of the solutions
indicated, increases with increasing Quat concentration.
Clearly, a higher solution Quat concentration increases
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the Pt oxide reduction peak on time of the exposure of electrode to 40 uM stirred, deaerated, Quat I containing pH 7.2
phosphate buffer solution.
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the coverage of Quat at equilibrium, as expected for an
adsorption process.
In the experiments described above, the potential was
cycled continuously during Quat deposition, primarily
as the magnitude of the Pt oxide reduction peak (and the
H upd peaks) was used as the gauge of the extent of
surface blocking. However, because of the concern that
this was not a steady-state measurement, a parallel study
was undertaken to track Quat deposition on Pt at
constant potential. These experiments were carried out
by holding the potential for 1-10 min at a fixed value,
and then interspersing this with two full CV cycles to
determine the Quat surface coverage from the size of the
Pt features. Two different potentials were used, — 0.2 V
(in the double layer region) and 4-0.6 V (in the Pt oxide
formation region), selected in order to determine
whether the Quats would have a preference for either
a metallic or an oxide-coated surface.
Fig. 6 shows the surface coverage of Quat 2 (250 uM)
as a function of total exposure time when the potential
was intermittently held for 2 min and then cycled. It can
be seen that there is slightly more rapid surface blocking
when Pt is maintained in the metallic vs. oxide-coated
slate, at least al short times ( < 10 min), but that
continuous cycling (without potential holding) clearly
achieves the most rapid coverage of the Pt surface.
Unexpectedly, however, any blocking of the Pt surface

achieved in these holding experiments occurs primarily
during the two potential cycles run to measure the extent
of blocking achieved, i.e., the Quats do not appear to
adsorb to any significant extent at constant potential. A
more detailed examination of the impact of the metal
surface condition, the effect of potential holding vs.
cycling, and of the type of metal substrate employed, on
the rate of Quat adsorption is presented in another
paper [19].
3.2. QCMB studies of the adsorption of Quat I at Pt in
phosphate buffer solution
The primary purpose of these experiments was to
correlate the degree of suppression of the Pt CV signal
with the amount of Quat adsorbed to the surface and to
determine if one or more monolayer equivalents of Quat
are deposited. In this work, the crystal frequency was
measured periodically at —0.65 V vs. SSCE to eliminate
any complications associated with mass changes due to
oxide formation/reduction or bromide adsorption, expected to commence at approximately - 0 . 3 V [20] (refer
to Fig. 2 inset). Experiments began by cycling the
potential between —0.65 and 1.0 V in the Quat-frce
pH 7.2 buffer solution until a steady-state CV response
was obtained. An aliquot of Quat 1 was then added lo
the cell solution, making the Quat concentration 50 uM.
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Fig. 6. Effect of holding the potential of Pt in 250 uM stirred, deaerated, Quat 2 containing pH 7.2 phosphate buffer at 100 mV s
-0.2 V ( • ) or +0.6 V ( • ) , followed by two full potential cycles. No potential holding (•).
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This resulted in a rapid, initial frequency increase (mass
loss) of approximately 5 Hz, after which the frequency
at —0.65 V began to decrease as the CV signal became
suppressed with time. This initial frequency increase
may be the result of the removal of adsorbed water
molecules or phosphate ions by a small amount of Quat.
A similar initial decrease in mass during the adsorption
of pyridine and benzene molecules on Au has been
reported previously [11], also explained by the displacement of water by the organic species. The net mass
change was argued to be positive, negative or constant,
depending on the number of water molecules displaced
by the adsorbate.
The QCMB data was analyzed by correlating the
mass gain with the Pt oxide reduction peak suppression.
This CV feature was chosen because, having the largest
current, tracking its magnitude resulted in the lowest
error. At full surface blockage, the coverage, 6, of the Pt
surface by Quat 1 was assumed to be 1. The absolute
crystal mass gain was tracked at —0.65 V vs. SSCE, and,
similar to the CV data treatment, it was assumed that
the measured crystal frequency at full electrochemical
blockage was equivalent to a Quat surface coverage, 0,
of 1. Fig. 7 shows a plot of these two coverages of Pt by
Quat 1 against each other as a function of time of
potential cycling (up to 30 min). Fig. 7 shows clearly
that the suppression of the Pt oxide current is linearly
related to the mass gain and conclusively indicates that

the suppression of the Pt CV response is caused by the
adsorption of Quat 1.
The suppression of current in the Pt CV was seen to
be almost complete after approximately 30 min of
exposure time to Quat 1 (50 u,M) in the phosphate
buffer solution, at which time the frequency had
decreased by 10 Hz. However, even after the complete
blockage of the Pt electrochemistry, the crystal frequency continued to increase by another 10-12 Hz. This
result indicates that only the initially adsorbed Quat
affects the Pt CV response in the phosphate buffer
solution, and that any further deposition, presumably as
a second or third layer, is not evident electrochemically.
In order to establish the orientation of the first layer
of adsorbed Quat on Pt, the Sauerbrey equation (Eq.
(1)) [21] was employed to convert the measured frequency change to a mass change, Am.
A / = —56.6 Hz e n r u g

'Aw

(1)

The surface coverage was then calculated using the
molar mass of Quat 1 (with or without a counter anion).
The initial 10 Hz frequency change, seen after the
complete blocking of Pt, corresponds to a mass change
of 175 n g c m ~ 2 , which then translates to 3.8 x 1014
ions c m ~ 2 of Quat 1 (without bromide) and 2.8 and 3 x
1014 ion pairs c m - 2 , considering bromide and phosphate ion, respectively, as part of the adsorbed monolayer. The co-adsorption of the counter anion along
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Fig. 7. Coverage correlation between CV and QCMB data for Quat 1 deposition (0-30 min) on Pt from 50 uM, deaerated, stirred Quat I containing
pH 7.2 phosphate buffer solution at 100 mV s~ '.
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with a positively charged organic compound as an ion
pair has been suggested elsewhere [22,23].
Stolberg et al. [13] reported, in their study of pyridine
at a Au electrode in 0.1 M KC104 solution, that the
minimum and maximum number of pyridine molecules
in a single monolayer was 1.8 x 1014 and 4.2 x 1014
molecules cm ~ 2 , respectively, based on the calculation
of the relative Gibbs surface excess. The fact that our
experimentally determined coverage (2.8-3.8 x 10
species c m - 2 ) , albeit for a larger adsorbate vs. pyridine,
is within this range suggests that approximately one
monolayer of Quat 1 is sufficient to block the Pt surface
fully.
However, the orientation of the adsorbed Quats on
the Pt surface still remains uncertain. It is possible that
the pyridinium rings would lie parallel to the electrode
surface, in order to maximize the interaction between
the Tr-electron system with the Pt d-orbitals, leaving their
long hydrocarbon side-chains protruding into solution,
as shown in Fig. 8a. However, other structures are
possible, as shown in Fig. 8b, in which the non-polar
hydrocarbon side-chains are directed towards the metal,
leaving the more polar ionized pyridinium ring in the
aqueous solution, similar to what would be expected
during micelle formation. It should be noted that the
counterion in Fig. 8 is shown as bromide, but it is
probably more likely to be the phosphate anion,

considering its much higher concentration. It is also
worth noting that there is no evidence for any reorientation of the adsorbed Quats on Pt when the potential is
cycled between oxygen and hydrogen evolution (e.g.,
Fig. 2), which would be seen by the appearance of
characteristic capacitance peaks [24,25].
The addition of Quats 1 and 2 to the phosphate buffer
solution was shown (e.g., Fig. 2) to not only suppress Pt
oxide formation and atomic hydrogen adsorption, but
also the rate of the hydrogen evolution reaction (her).
Since Quats are used in the formulation of corrosion
inhibitor mixtures, this may support the view that these
compounds are cathodic inhibitors [21]. An interesting
consequence of the full suppression of the her in our
studies was that the lower potential limit could be
extended much more negatively than is usual for Pt,
revealing a new pair of redox peaks, A\IC\. These redox
peaks arc also observed with Au or glassy carbon
electrodes and therefore are related to Quat electrochemistry and arc not substrate-dependent [19,26].
Confirmation of Quat reduction is also obtained from
the prior literature [3,4] in non-aqueous solutions. It
should also be noted that, for reasons that we do not
presently understand, the Quat redox peaks are more
reproducible in the case of Quat 2 vs. Quat 1, and
therefore Quat 2 was the primary focus of the following
experiments.

HO

Br

+

Br" +

Pt
b.

.OH

HO

OH

Pt
Fig. 8. Depiction of possible orientations of Quat 1 monolayer on Pt as ion pairs.
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3.3. Formation of Quat 2 multilayers on Pt by
electroreduction
When Quat 2 was allowed to adsorb fully on Pt by
multi-cycling in a 300 uM Quat 2 pH 7.2 solution for
approximately 10 min, extension of the potential
negatively to —1.5 V (Fig. 9a) revealed a small shoulder
on the hydrogen evolution current, and a new anodic
peak (A\) when the potential was subsequently swept
positively. It was also observed that, when the potential
was held for seconds to minutes at potentials < — 1.0 V,
the A i peak increased proportionally in size. These

effects were seen for both Quats 1 and 2 under these
conditions. In order to establish with certainty that peak
A\ corresponds to the oxidation of a reduced form of
Quat, experiments were carried out at higher pH, in
which the her is shifted negatively and poses less
interference, thus revealing the Quat redox chemistry
more clearly.
Therefore, these experiments were conducted at Pt in
a 0.001 MNaOH + 0.1 M NaC104 solution (pH 11). Fig.
9b shows the analogous experiment to Fig. 9a, now
clearly revealing both of the A\IC\ redox peaks. It
should be noted that the A\ peak can sometimes be
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resolved into two anodic peaks when a slow scan rate is
used in the experiment (i.e., ^50 m V s - 1 ) . The two
anodic peaks may suggest that two products, differing in
their structure or morphology, can be formed during the
Quat reduction process (C\). In agreement with the prior
literature [3] and with our parallel work [26], the C\ peak
is associated with a reductive Quat deposition process,
resulting in the formation of a neutral, insoluble product
(Reac. (1)), while the A\ peak reflects the oxidative
removal of the deposited product from the surface.
Reac. (1) reveals the involvement of protons in the Quat
redox reaction. Any concerns regarding a local pH
change occurring at Pt in the unbuffered pH 11 solution
were alleviated by the absence of any shifts in the redox
peaks with solution stirring, altered potential limits, etc.

v+

a

- e'

''

N
1

<

'• c

R'

N
1
R'

<

'-H*

1

R'

(1)
Prior electrochemical studies of the redox behavior of
nicotinamide and its derivatives, from which the Quats
are synthesized, have shown that these compounds can
also be electrochemically reduced [27-30]. For example,
the reduction potential of methylnicotinamide in acidic
conditions was reported to be —1.0 V vs. SSCE [29],
Between pH 3 and 7, it was suggested that dimerization
may occur [29], while under basic conditions, the

reduction product was reported to be l-methyl-4hydronicotinamide [27], in agreement with the potential
observed by Lepretre et al. [30]. Galvin et al. later
reported that the reduction product of nicotinamide is
pH dependent, such that below pH 6, 3-pyridine
carbinol is the reduction product, while above pH 9,
the reduction product is 1,4-dihydronicotinamide [28].
One of the major goals of this work was to measure
the electrode mass gain per electron passed during Quat
reduction in order to determine the nature of the
product formed. Fig. 10 shows a typical CV during
Quat 2 reductive deposition in the pH 11 solution,
followed by its oxidation, along with the simultaneously
collected mass gain data. It can clearly be seen that mass
gain commences at approximately —0.9 V, as the
cathodic current increases, while mass loss begins at
approximately —0.2 V, at the foot of the first anodic
peak.
Since the her still occurs at a slow rate in the potential
range of C\, even at pH 11, the charge analysis was
carried out on the anodic A\ peak, centered at approximately 0.3-0.5 V vs. SSCE. Fig. 11a shows that the
charge of the A) peak increases linearly with increasingly negative potentials, while Fig. lib shows the
corresponding mass loss of the electrode during these
experiments. Table 1 gives the mass to charge ratio of
the Quat film formed via reduction, obtained from the
data of Fig. 11.
Since the molecular mass of Quat 2 is 291.5 g mol _ '
(not including an anionic counterion, as reduction will
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Table 1
Mass of Quat mull layer per mole of elections passed
Potential/V vs. SSCE

Mass to charge ratio/g (mol e )

-1.1
-1.2
-1.3
-1.4
-1.5

196
1X9
170
I S3
IS2

Average

184

' to E at a Pt sputter-coated

yield a neutral product (Reac. 1)), our experimental
results are closer to what would be expected for a two vs.
one electron process during Quat reduction (anticipated
mass to charge ratio would be 145.7 g (mol e_)~~ ). The
fact that our masses are higher than this could indicate
that a porous film is formed, such that the mass of some
solution trapped in the film pores is also included in the
measurement. Alternatively, this data may suggest that
a mixture of one and two electron reactions are
occurring during Quat reduction or that some dimcrs

7S
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Timeofholdingat-1.3 Vvs. SSCE/min
Fig. 12. Mass gain of Pt-coated quartz crystal during Quat 2 deposition with time at —1.3 V from deaerated, stirred, 500 uM Quat 2 containing pi I
11 solution. Trial 1 ( A ) and Trial 2 ( O ) .

are being formed [3], Rcacs. (1) and (2) below show the
proposed scheme for the reduction of the Quats at Pt,
forming a neutral monomer (Reac. (1)) or a dimer
(Reac. (2)), respectively.

or

R'-

(2)

T1
R'

It should also be noted that the difficulties in establishing the zero current baseline for the charge calculation
may be contributing to an error in the experimentally
determined mass to charge ratios.
Fig. 11a shows that a high charge density is obtained
in some of these experiments (up to 1300 u C c m ~ 2 ) .
This demonstrates the deposition of much more than
one monolayer of reduced Quat, if each ion consumes
only one or two electrons. (Note that a charge density of
130 t t C c m ~ 2 for a two electron process within a
monolayer of pyridine was proposed by Stolberg et al.
[13].) In order to track the deposition of the Quat

multilayer with time, the mass change was periodically
monitored after the addition of 500 uM of Quat 2 to a
stirred pH 11 solution. Fig. 12 shows that a close to
linear relationship is seen between the electrode mass
gain and the time spent at —1.3V vs. SSCE. It should be
noted that over 100 layers (assuming one monolayer is
= 130 uC cm ~ 2 [13]) of the Quat 2 multilayer film could

be formed at holding times greater than 20 min and
further Quat could have been deposited beyond this.
Since such a large mass eventually deposits on the
electrode surface, the Sauerbrey Eq. (1) may no longer
be applicable. Nevertheless, our experiments do show,
overall, that a large mass is deposited during Quat 2
reduction and that the mass gain is linearly related (in
the first 10 min) to the time spent at reducing potentials.
Very similar results were obtained for Quat 1 in both pH
7 and 11 solutions.
One question which remains is whether the reduction
of the Quats, forming a multilayer, may play a role in
the protection of active metals such as Fe from
corrosion. In Fig. 11, the redox potential for Quat
reduction in the pH 7.2 solution can be assumed to be
approximately —0.5 V vs. SSCE (half-way between the
onset of Quat reduction and oxidation). (Note that there
is a large overpotential for both Quat reduction and
oxidation at Pt, indicative of slow reaction kinetics.)
Reac. (1) indicates a two electron, one proton stoichiometry, such that in more acidic solutions, the redox
potential would be still more positive. Considering that
the potential for Fe oxidation in acidic and near-neutral
solutions is —0.63 V vs. SHE [31], it is conceivable that
the spontaneous generation of a Quat multilayer could
occur, thus potentially enhancing the protection of Fe
based metals in practice.
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4. Summary
When the potential of a Pt electrode is cycled between
hydrogen and oxygen evolution in a pH 7 or 11 solution
containing 40-500 uM of the quaternary pyridinium
compounds (Quats) under investigation here, its electrochemistry becomes rapidly and fully suppressed, indicative of the adsorption of the Quats on Pt. In this work,
the coverage of the Pt electrode by the Quats was
tracked by monitoring the extent of suppression of the
Pt oxide reduction peak. This revealed that both Quats 1
and 2 exhibited a similar propensity for adsorption on
Pt, that increased solution agitation did not influence
this process, and that the extent of Quat adsorption was
greater at steady-state at higher Quat solution concentrations. Once adsorbed, only aggressive potential
cycling in acidic solutions was successful in removing
the Quats from the surface and in regenerating a clean
Pt electrode.
QCMB measurements revealed a linear relationship
between the blockage of the Pt signals and the electrode
mass gain. Once the electrode appeared to be fully
covered, according to the electrochemistry, a mass gain
equivalent to approximately one monolayer of Quat was
detected. However, further mass gain was observed with
time, indicative of the adsorption of up to two layers of
Quat on Pt. The orientation of the Quats on the Pt
surface could not be ascertained in this work, partly as it
is not known which counter anion is depositing along
with the cationic Quat, and also due to uncertainties in
surface packing.
Once the Pt electrode was fully covered by adsorbed
Quat, the her was also suppressed, such that the
potential could easily be extended to approximately
— 0.5 V vs. SSCE. This allowed for the reduction of the
Quats, forming a neutral product which deposits on the
Pt surface, followed by its re-oxidation and removal in
the next positive sweep. Concurrent QCMB measurements demonstrated that the reduction reaction probably involves the formation of both monomers and
dimers, and that up to 100 monolayer equivalents of
these products can be deposited. Based on the observed
Quat redox potential, it is conceivable that Quat multilayers could form at active metals such as Fe, thus
contributing to the corrosion protection that the Quats
offer.
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